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DEAR PARTICIPANT, 
Thank you for joining us on an El Salvador Encounter. This orientation packet is designed to 
prepare you for your trip long before you depart for El Salvador. Please carefully read through these materials. If at all 

possible, review the materials with others that will be participating in your 

Encounter experience. Consider beginning a journal now with your ideas, questions, and 
reflections. Feel free to communicate directly with CRISPAZ staff on any questions or concerns that you may have.This 

manual is intended to be an on-going resource.While it is important that you carefully read the information in 

Section II, the additional readings and reflections can be used for preparation and reflection before your trip, during your 
time in El Salvador and upon your return. CRISPAZ will provide you with additional, in-depth readings about these and 
other important issues upon your return to the U.S., as well as reflection activities, other resources and action ideas. 

 

- CRISPAZ EL SALVADOR ENCOUNTER TEAM 

I. PURPOSE  OF ENCOUNTER 
The CRISPAZ El Salvador Encounter is for people who are willing to have their lives touched and forever 
changed. During your time in El Salvador you will have the opportunity to meet with Salvadorans, hear their 

stories, and accompany them for a short time in their daily lives. As a group of North Americans, you will also 

have the opportunity to reflect together on the challenge this experience offers personally, politically, and 

spiritually.We hope that the stories you hear and the experiences that you have will lead you to continue to 

work towards justice and peace in El Salvador and in your home community.To participate in an El Salvador 

Encounter is to enter into an ongoing dialogue with the people of El Salvador and with other North Americans, 

a dialogue which we hope will challenge and change your heart, mind, and spirit. 



II. WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW BEFORE YOU 

GET HERE... (PREPARATIONS, LOGISTICS, 
AND YOUR ENCOUNTER TRIP) 
In order to be well prepared for your El Salvador Encounter, read the first part of this manual very carefully. If you still 
have questions, ask your delegation organizer. If s/he cannot answer the question, ask her or him to contact CRISPAZ staff in 

the Louisville or El Salvador offices. 

 

The following information applies to US Citizens. For other nationalities, please verify information with 
the nearest Salvadoran Consulate. Notify CRISPAZ when you have done so and inform us of the type of visa 
you are required to apply for. Please keep us updated on your visa application process. 

 A valid passport is required to enter El Salvador. 

 Customs forms will be given to you by the airline with whom you are traveling. US Citizens must purchase a $10 

tourist card in order to enter El Salvador. However, because policy is constantly changing, we advise you to contact your 
closest Salvadoran Consulate for up-to-date requirements at least 6-8 weeks prior to departure. If you are applying for a 

new passport in the months before your Encounter, give your departure date and ask to make sure that your passport will be 

returned to you at least one week before your departure. 
 

* Important!* You are responsible for obtaining visas (for non-US citizens) and passports. Any costs incurred in obtaining 

documents and paying the airport departure tax are not included in your participant’s fee. Participant’s fees will not be 

returned to people who do not have the proper paperwork to leave the United States or enter El Salvador. As 
you pass through immigration at the airport, the agent will ask for your passport, the purpose of your visit (tourism) and the 
address of where you will be staying. CRISPAZ will send you this information—be sure your delegation organizer passes it 
on! 

 Leaving El Salvador - Due to security measures, it is normally not possible for CRISPAZ staff to accompany you to the 
check-in counter at the airport, but the Encounter leader will accompany you to the airport and can wait for you at the 

security checkpoint at the terminal entrance. 

 
To leave El Salvador, you will need your ticket or copy of your e-ticket itinerary and your passport. Formerly, a 

departure tax was charged when leaving the country. Airlines are now including the $32 tax in the price of the ticket at the 

time of purchase. Some travel agencies do not include this tax at the time of purchase. Please check with your airline to see 
if the tax is included in your ticket price or if you will have to pay the tax in cash upon departure from El Salvador. 
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At the Airport in El Salvador/Delayed Luggage 
Immigration and customs at the Salvadoran airport are fairly efficient and straight forward.You will pass through 

immigration before claiming your baggage. Once you have your bags, you will proceed through customs.Your bags should 

be searched only if you have something to declare. CRISPAZ staff will meet you outside the customs area. Luggage delays 
are possible with all of the airlines that service El Salvador.Therefore, you must be prepared for the possibility that not 

all of your luggage will arrive when you do. Please bring your essentials in a carry-on bag: a change of clothes, medicines, 

contacts/glasses, cameras etc. 

 
If your luggage is delayed, go to your airline’s office located in the baggage claim area and explain the situation. Agents 

will help you fill out the appropriate paper work. Please do everything possible to convince the airline that you cannot 

come back to the airport and that they must deliver your luggage.Tell them that you will sign whatever forms necessary for 

customs purposes and that they should have the luggage delivered to the guesthouse. If all else fails, tell the airlines that you 

have to speak with the person coordinating your trip and come out to the arrival waiting area of the airport to look for the 

CRISPAZ staff person there to receive you. 
 



If your airline refuses to deliver luggage, CRISPAZ will make sure that you get back to the airport to retrieve your 

bags when they arrive or make arrangements to pick them up if you do not need to be present.We try to avoid this if at all 

possible because it means taking about three hours out of the schedule as well as additional transportation costs. 

 

Accommodations/Meals 
Our Encounter groups generally stay at simple guesthouses. Sometimes this means that rooms will be shared by 2-3 people, 

but in most cases larger rooms house 3-4 people.The guesthouses use fans instead of air-conditioning, and water for showers 

is usually room temperature, not hot. Meals will be simple. Breakfast and dinner are usually served at the place you will stay. 

Sometimes lunches 
are taken “on the road” at reliable, typical restaurants (your meals are included in your delegation fee). Please let us know 
ahead of time if you are a vegetarian or have special dietary needs or serious food allergies. 

 

Things to know about food: 
 Generally, it is Salvadoran custom to eat a large meal at midday and have a lighter dinner. 

 Salvadoran food is not typically spicy, but it is an adjustment for some people.You will probably eat more beans than you 
are used to. Other typical foods include eggs, rice, avocado, cheese, plantain, and of course corn tortillas. Don’t expect low- 

fat or whole grains: they’re not part of the average meal plan. 

 If you have food allergies or special needs, or are having trouble adjusting to the food, let the delegation leader know and 
s/he will work with the guesthouse to make adjustments. 

 

Visiting the Campo 
If you are staying overnight in a rural area, the accommodations there will be very simple.You will probably sleep on 

cots in a large room without fans or air-conditioning.There will most likely be no showers or indoor toilets. Be prepared for 

rustic conditions the nights you are in the countryside. Groups that need other types of accommodations can occasionally 

request them with an additional charge. 

 Many groups stay in the homes of community members and usually are placed in pairs. Depending on language ability of 
the group, we try to ensure that at least one person in the pair speaks some Spanish. 

 In almost all the rural communities CRISPAZ delegations visit, there are no flush toilets. Most homes have a latrine/ 
outhouse outside of the home. In many communities there is limited running water and usually no showers.You will have to 

wash your hands or bathe from a pila (water tank) or a barrel. 

 You should wear neat, but comfortable clothing and sturdy shoes for walking. Please, no spaghetti straps, mini-skirts or 
shorts. 

 You will also need to have patience. Some communities are well-organized and have scheduled events that move along 
smoothly, others are less organized and activities are more spontaneous. Although the community sometimes give us an 

outline of activities, we never know what may arise or be canceled after the group arrives in the community, so it is best to 

be prepared for anything. 
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Weather,  Clothes,  and Luggage 
The weather will be warm to hot.The rainy season generally runs from late May to early October. December and 

January are usually cooler in the evenings. It is best to bring lightweight casual clothing with one or two nicer outfits for 
more formal meetings. Salvadorans make a significant effort to present themselves well and appreciate it when visitors do 

the same. If your group will be meeting with members of the Legislative Assembly, Supreme Court, 
representatives of government institutions, or the US Embassy, please pack appropriate clothing.  Tank  tops, 
shorts, sport sandals, sneakers or flip flops are not appropriate for these kinds of meetings. 

 
My Packing List 
Apart from whatever toiletries you may need, you should consider bringing the following items: 

 This manual! 
 

 Casual, but neat, shirts (cotton is best, as it will be the coolest!) 



 Lightweight pants, or knee-length or longer skirts (Capris are okay) 

 Comfortable and sturdy walking shoes 

 Extra pair of shoes and poncho/rain jacket in the rainy season (May to October) 

 Flip-flops for showering 

 One or two nicer outfits for more formal meetings 

 Long pants to sleep in (in the country side this is especially useful to avoid bug bites) 

 Extra bed sheet for use in the countryside 

 Swimming suit (for bathing during homestays in rural communities or swimming) (optional) 

 A towel 

 Sunscreen and a hat 

 LOTS of insect repellent 

 Water bottle (20 oz. or more) 

 Notebook/journal and pen 

 Extra camera battery and film/memory cards 

 Travel alarm clock 

 Small flashlight and extra batteries 

 An extra pair of prescription glasses 

 Pepto-bismol tablets and allergy medicine if you use it 

 Hydrocortisone cream to take the itch out of mosquito bites, Band-aids and disinfectant 

 Tissue packets (useful when toilet paper is unavailable) 

 A book of reflections, meditations or prayer to use during group reflections 

 Photos of your family, your church, your university, your friends, your dog, etc. 

 Photocopy of your passport 
    

    

    

 

Clothing to avoid: 

 Clothes that would attract unwanted attention such as revealing dresses, tank tops, and short skirts 

 Shorts, unless you are going on a recreational trip that day or wearing them around the guesthouse 
 Flip-flops (They are considered very informal and are not appropriate for visiting offices and formal meetings). Please 

ensure your sandals are more presentable than the average flip-flop. 

 Torn or frayed clothing--they are inappropriate for meetings 
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Local Currency (what local  currency?) 
As of 2001, “Dollarization” means that the US Dollar can be used anywhere in El Salvador- Colones (the former Salvadoran 
currency) are no longer in circulation. Since all of your housing, meals, and transportation are paid for in advance, you will 
only need money for a tourist card, crafts, souvenirs, snacks, alcohol at meals, evening outings, and tips for drivers and 

guesthouse staff.You will probably not need more than $100, unless you plan on buying a lot of souvenirs. PLEASE bring 

small bills: ones, fives, and tens and definitely nothing larger than a $20 bill, as it may be difficult and sometimes impossible 
to get change. Most ATMs work with Visa or Mastercard bank cards, although they may charge an international withdraw fee 
(check with your bank). 

 

Tips on Tips 
CRISPAZ encourages tipping the guesthouse staff and the driver.We recommend that tips be given on behalf of the group, 

not from individuals within the group.The amount of the tip is of course at the discretion of the group, but a good guideline 

is $5 per person you are tipping per day they have worked with the delegation. Guesthouse management asks guests not 

to leave tips, gifts, or articles of clothing to individual employees, but to the guesthouse management, which will then be 

distributed equally among the employees.When you eat out with CRISPAZ, the delegation leader will handle the tipping. 

But generally a 10% tip is appropriate at a restaurant and may be included in the bill. 

 



Health  Recommendations 
Many people have concerns about their health while traveling in developing countries.The following are 

recommendations for staying healthy while in El Salvador from the Center for Disease Control. Please contact your local 
travel clinic or the CDC’s website for more information. CRISPAZ will do everything possible to help you avoid illness 
and fully enjoy your stay. 

Hepatitis, Yellow Fever: You will need a Havrix (Hepatitis A) injection to prevent infectious Hepatitis.This injection 
should be given at least two weeks prior to arrival in El Salvador.The Hepatitis B andYellow Fever vaccines are not necessary. 

Malaria: Most delegations go to rural areas where contracting Malaria is possible, though not common.The Center for 
Disease Control considers the rural areas of the departments of Ahuachapan, Santa Ana and la Union as Malaria risk areas. 

If you decide to take a malaria prophylactic consult your doctor as you will probably have to take it before, during and after 

your trip. Remember to bring mosquito repellent. 

Typhoid: An oral typhoid vaccine (one capsule every other day for four doses) will prevent typhoid fever in most cases, and 
severely reduce symptoms and risk in case of sickness. It is probably not necessary for short-term delegations. 

Other Immunizations: Travel is a good time to update other immunizations, such as tetanus and measles. 

Dengue Fever: There is no vaccine for Dengue Fever.The best protection against Dengue is to use insect repellent, as it is 

transmitted through mosquito bites. 

Traveler’s Diarrhea: The best way to avoid diarrhea is to watch what you eat. Avoid raw fruits and vegetables which are not 

peeled. Anything that is well cooked and hot is usually okay. Follow the instructions of your delegation leader. Pepto- 

bismol tablets are also helpful in case of diarrhea and for general stomach upset, but may not cure diarrhea and should not be 
taken for more than a 48 hour period.Your physician may recommend carrying Cipro with you, but Cipro can be purchased 

over-the-counter and at a lower cost in El Salvador. CRISPAZ recommends that you do not self-medicate, but see a 
doctor in order to identify what is making you sick (for 

example: amoebas, parasites, food poisoning, etc.), and to treat it with the proper medication—Cipro is not a cure-all 
for diarrhea.Your delegation leader knows trustworthy, reliable doctors.Treatment for diarrhea can range from $20 to $60 

depending on how much the doctor charges and the medication s/he prescribes. 

Other Health Recommendations: Avoid dehydration by minimizing consumption of soft drinks and alcohol and by 
drinking plenty of water. Purified water will always be made available. 
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Guidelines for Safety and  Security 
In order to accompany the people of El Salvador, we must be aware of the many levels at which violence affects their 

daily lives, especially the lives of the poor. However, we do not intend for the Encounter experience to put our participants 

at risk.You should be aware that although political crime is not nearly as common as it was during the civil war, violent crime 

and gang activity have increased.We ask that you follow these guidelines for safety and security. Please feel free to inquire 

with CRISPAZ staff as to the current situation in the country. 

1. Do what your delegation leader tells you to do! Stay with your group and be aware of where you are going and the people 

around you. Buddy system! 
2. Leave passports, plane tickets, and extra cash locked at the guest house unless the Encounter leader informs you 

otherwise.You need to carry a copy of your passport with you at all times. 

3. Do not wear conspicuous jewelry or watches. 
4. In the unlikely event of a robbery attempt, immediately hand over what is being asked of you. Stay calm and allow the 

Encounter leader to speak to the situation if possible. 

5. Be aware that El Salvador continues to be a very politicized country. Avoid speaking in public places or with strangers 

about political views or groups with whom we have met. 

6. Being Stopped/Questioned by the Authorities- While CRISPAZ is a legal association in El Salvador, due to corruption and 

frequent lack of respect for civil liberties, there is still reason to exercise caution if you or the Encounter group is stopped 

by the police. In the event that your group is stopped and questioned by the police, let the Encounter leader handle the 

situation. Do not volunteer information about where you are staying, etc.Wait for instructions from your Encounter leader. 

 

It is our policy that Encounter leaders contact the CRISPAZ Coordinator in the event of police detention. 

7. Be sensitive about El Salvador’s history and realize that your questions or comments may unknowingly touch on sensitive 

political and personal issues.The Encounter leader is prepared to work with you on this. Please also respect the right of 



Salvadorans not to answer certain questions. Do not pressure people to share what they choose not to. 

 

Spanish  and Interpretation/Translation 
You do not need to know Spanish to participate in an Encounter. Having little or no Spanish will make the experience 

different for you than for group members who are able to communicate directly with Salvadorans. However, keep in mind 

that although you will probably come away with a desire to sign up for the next community college course in Spanish 101, 

there are actually some advantages to not knowing the language. 

 You may approach Salvadorans with greater humility and awareness of dependence on them.This 
reverses the usual role of the poor Latino in a position of humility and dependence in relation to the US. 

 You will be forced to increase your observation skills using all of your senses. 

 You will probably listen more and talk less, and you will listen for intonation, notice facial expression, and feel people’s 

reactions as you wait for interpretation. 

 Your attempts to convey gratitude, empathy, and solidarity will be done at the most basic human level without depending 

on eloquence. 

 You will be able to look speakers in the eye and give them your full attention while you are waiting for interpretation 
rather than taking notes or thinking of your next question. 

Remember, listening to interpretation can be tiring and sometimes frustrating. However, the people who give their time to 

you have a story to tell and in the end it is their voice you will hear. 
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Some Useful Spanish Phrases 
Buenos días /Good Morning. Buenas tardes / Good afternoon. 

Buenas noches / Good evening or good night. 

Cómo está? Bien, gracias 

How are you? Fine, thank you. 
¿Cómo se llama? / What is your name? 

Me llamo (Mi nombre es) / My name is ¿De dónde es usted? / Where are you from? 

Soy de... / I am from... 

Muchas gracias / Thank you. 

Por favor / Please 

¿Dónde está el baño(servicio)? 
/Where is the bathroom(restroom)? 

Gracias por... / Thank you for... 

...la comida, su tiempo / ...the food, your time. 

...haber compartido con nostros / ...having shared with us. 

 

Cultural Considerations 
Just as not all North Americans think alike, not all Salvadorans think alike. It sounds silly, but people often tend to generalize 

when in new surroundings. Look at their accomplishments in the context of their suffering, hardship, and poverty.Try not to 

start thinking about solutions to the problems you see until you have time to process all of the information and experiences 

you are gathering. It is natural to want to seek resolution, but you will short-circuit your level of understanding if you do not 

stay grounded in what you are actually seeing and hearing. Even after spending time in El Salvador, try to remember 

that solutions are very difficult to comeby.The deeper your relationship with Salvadorans, the more likely it is that you will 

understand the complexity of addressing any of the “problems” you come in contact with. 

 

Itinerary 
Your itinerary will be planned with your group’s interests in mind. In addition to your requests, we will try to give you 
the opportunity to meet with people from various walks of life and with different points of view.Your interest survey 
sheet allows you to indicate your preferences regarding the background and viewpoints of speakers.We may not always 
be able to meet with well-known people or people you’ve met with on previous trips. In El Salvador, nearly everyone is 
willing to meet with North Americans, but many just don’t have the time.They may promise to meet us only to have to 
cancel at the last minute.You will have to be flexible and expect some changes in the itinerary as the week progresses. 



Remember too that although all Encounter participants have the choice to opt out of a planned activity, this option should 
be exercised weighing personal needs and the effect it will have on the group dynamic.We encourage you to try to respect 
the time that Salvadorans have generously given, by respectfully participating in planned meetings. CRISPAZ discourages 
side trips that will separate participants from the group and cannot be responsible for your departure from the group’s 
activities. 

 

Expectations 
We  can’t tell you beforehand about all of the wonderful surprises and new ways of seeing things that you will discover 

in El Salvador.We do, however, want to prepare you for some of the discomforts that you should expect. Remember that 

thousands of Encounter participants have experienced the same things before you and each person finds her/his own way of 

coping with and adapting to these discomforts.Talking through your anxiety regarding any of these things with your group is 

one of the best ways to prevent minor discomforts detracting from the overall experience. 
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Expectations 
 Put your used toilet paper and any trash in the wastebasket next to the toilet. Do not flush any paper product into 
the toilet or it will clog. There are some exceptions; ask your delegation leader. 
 Many public restrooms will not have toilet paper. Carry travel tissue packs or toilet paper with you. 

 Rest rooms in general will not be as “comfortable” as those in North America. 

 In the countryside you will use latrines/outhouses. 

 Most showers have only room temperature water. 

 Water and electricity go out at random hours in the city. 

 Not all rural communities have running water and electricity. 

 Scheduled appointments may fall through. 

 Not everything will start on time. 

 Listening to interpretation/translation is tiring. 

 There will not be air-conditioning, and many areas are dusty in the dry season and very muddy in the rainy season. Bring 

glasses if you use contacts and the dust bothers your eyes. 

 There are bugs of all kinds ( . . . many are beautiful!) 

 Nights are noisy and buildings are not designed to shut out noise (i.e. dog barking, rooster crowing, music, fire crackers, 

loud vehicles). Bring ear plugs! 

 Lots of hurry-up and wait. 

 Little time and space for individual needs and privacy. 

 

Gift and Donation Guidelines 
One of the main values of the CRISPAZ mission in El Salvador is to build relationships of solidarity through mutual 

accompaniment.This means breaking through the barriers of inequality and differences of background, economic class, 

education, or culture.This process is never easy, and really never finished.Therefore, we are very careful about sensitive 

issues such as gift-giving and donations.We want to encourage you to form relationships based on commonality rather than 

on handouts which foment dependency on the beneficiary and relegate the giver to the role of “Santa Claus.”We know that 

coming empty handed to meet poverty is very difficult. But, an open mind and a listening heart may be the greatest gifts you 

can give, for the people you visit and for yourself. 

 
Through twenty-six years of experience in Salvadoran communities, we have seen the good intentions of wealthier 

foreigners undermine the dignity of Salvadorans by creating relationships of dependency. But happily, we have also seen good 

intentions that, through carefully planned coordination with Salvadoran organizations/groups, become the seeds for changes 

that are life-giving. 

We do understand and hope that everyone wants to do something about the suffering and pain of poverty, but we 

recognize that our quick solutions at best are band-aids and unfortunately often become cause for division and tension in 

communities. Out of respect for the on-going relationships that CRISPAZ and other international organizations have with 

communities and out of respect for the dignity of the materially poor in El Salvador we share the following guidelines 

regarding gifts and donations. If you have any questions at all, please direct them as soon you can to the El Salvador 



Encounter staff.We are more than happy to discuss any issues regarding these guidelines. 

 

Giving to Individuals: CRISPAZ asks El Salvador Encounter participants not to independently give gifts to individuals   on 

the street or in the communities they visit. On the street, giving handouts can call unwanted attention to the group 

and put other participants in a potentially uncomfortable position. In a community, such action could result in long-lasting, 

unintended jealousy and division.Work within the group framework of what you have to give as a delegation and where you 

would like it to go. Consult with your delegation leader on theappropriate timing and manner to make donations. 
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Gifts: Most Encounters will include at least one overnight stay in a rural community or with urban families living in 

marginalized areas. Participants will want to bring an appropriate gift for their host family which demonstrates their 

appreciation and is not too extravagant. It may seem like an exaggeration to an outsider, but in small villages a gift of any 

kind will be noticed by neighbors and friends.We want to avoid creating tensions or confusion about the purpose of the 

delegation visit. Make sure that everyone or no one on the delegation brings a gift for their host family.  Talk 
about this as a group before your departure. 

 

Some suggestions for appropriate and appreciated gifts: 
 Any knickknack or souvenir with your state, city, church or school name on it 

 A picture frame with your delegation group or family photo 

 A simple Spanish bible 

 Anything small and decorative that is not for an individual 

 Be aware that “useful” gifts might not be used! We have seen towels and kitchen items proudly 
displayed in homes of host families that could very well be using them. If you are okay with your 

practical gift becoming a home decoration, these might be nice items 

 Please do NOT give out school utensils, clothing, arts and crafts items, toys, and sporting equipment to your host 
family.These are best given to the community as a whole through a local day-care, school or community center because in 

communities where children never have much of anything to call their own, it is difficult for kids to understand why one child 

would receive a gift and others would not. 
 

Material donations: If your group is planning on donating items to a specific community or organization, we ask that you 

let us know before arriving in the country so that we can make appropriate arrangements. It is generally our policy to make 

the delivery of donations to a community or organization as inconspicuous as possible and to clearly distinguish that the 

donations are not from CRISPAZ. Again, we ask that you exercise sensitivity and caution about donations; focusing on 

support for the community as a whole and not individuals or particular families. Most donations are best handled if the 

request has been made by the organization or the community and they have a clear plan regarding distribution and use. If 

your group is excited about making some kind of donation to an organization or community in El Salvador, but do not have 

an established relationship with one, CRISPAZ can help you with this. Often having a donation drive at your church or 

school will raise awareness about your trip and El Salvador. Below are some suggestions of items that can regularly be used. 
CRISPAZ will make sure that they are delivered to an 
organization or community who will be able to use them.We can let you know to whom they have been delivered. Check 
with us prior to coming about any special items that are needed! 

 

Suggested donations which can regularly be used by programs of CRISPAZ’s partner organizations:  
--Educational games and toys (appropriate for Spanish speakers) for community libraries, and schools 

--School supplies, arts and crafts supplies, sporting equipment, and office supplies for community projects, prison ministry, 
and schools 

--Books in Spanish for adults and children for community and prison libraries, especially reference books, encyclopedias, 

novels, and picture books 
 

Monetary Donations: If your group is interested in making a monetary gift to a community or group in El Salvador, 

please speak with your delegation leader. 

Bringing Items into El Salvador 



You must check with your airline if you plan to bring BOXES to El Salvador. Even if they are permitted, they are more likely 

not to arrive on your flight. If you are bringing monetary donations, letters, etc. to Salvadoran persons or organizations, 

please keep these items on your person as you enter the country. If you bring large money donations, it is recommended that 

you have a letter (preferably in Spanish) explaining that you are bearing a large amount of money as a contribution from a 

person or organization in North America to a community or organization in El Salvador. Please call the CRISPAZ office if 

you have any procedural questions. Remember that CRISPAZ staff cannot normally take responsibility for delivering letters 

or packages, but your 

delegation leader can help you make arrangements for the pickup or delivery of such items. 

 

Documenting Your Trip (Photos, journals, tapes, and videos) 
Of course you’ll want to find ways to document your trip and your thoughts and reflections on your time here.We would 

also encourage you to consider that your own active participation is the best way to create lasting memories. Don’t let your 
camera come between you and the experience! The following are a few hints and guidelines to help you make the 
most of your experience. 

 Start your journal before the trip to record your thoughts, concerns, expectations, etc. Continue journaling during your 
time in El Salvador. After your trip, take time to write about your transition back home, your impressions of the US and any 

experiences of “reverse culture shock.” 

 If you are traveling with a group who will be able to exchange information post-trip, you may consider assigning people as 
note-takers for meetings who will then share their notes.This allows the others to actively engage in conversation and make 

eye contact with our speakers/presenters. 

 Wherever possible, establish a relationship with people before asking to take their picture. Even eye contact and smiles can 
warm your subjects to the idea of having their photo taken. 

 Almost everyone would like copies of the photos that you take of them.Write down names and 
information and send copies. If you tell someone that you will send a copy, please do! People remember promises of mail 

and photos. 

 Please ask permission before taping interviews. 

 If you end up with great photos (or funny ones), please send copies to CRISPAZ for use in our publications. 

 Photos of military installations, personnel, government installations, banks or other private businesses, and the US 
Embassy are not allowed. 

 

Group  Responsibilities 
During the orientation meeting after you arrive the group will need to decide who will take care of certain tasks that 

will make the Encounter go more smoothly for all. Some of the tasks are: 

 Someone who will be responsible to introduce the group to the different speakers during the Encounter, and someone 
to say thank you at the end.This can be rotated amongst the group, in which case this person would see that someone has 

volunteered to introduce and thank for each day. 

 A group organizer who will represent the group in decision-making with the Encounter leader, with the understanding 
that the CRISPAZ staff will make the final decision. 

 A reflection organizer if your group decides they would like to plan and lead reflections during the Encounter. Reflection 
time is normally built into the itinerary by CRISPAZ staff, and the Encounter leader is prepared to lead reflections if your 

group prefers. 

 Someone to collect valuables, tickets, and documents to be kept in the guesthouse safe and to be in charge of letting the 

guesthouse staff know when someone wants access to the safe. 
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CRISPAZ Resources in El Salvador 
Our staff in El Salvador are North Americans and Salvadorans who work with the CRISPAZ El Salvador Encounter 

program.They will be able to give reliable advice on local customs and what is and is not acceptable behavior.They will 

accompany the group and interpret/translate during the meetings.They will also provide an orientation to the local reality, 

a general briefing at the beginning of each day and before each visit, and valuable background and historical information 

when it is needed.To facilitate communication, one person from your group will serve as group organizer and liaison with 



the CRISPAZ staff. If you have any questions or concerns during your Encounter experience that cannot be addressed by the 

Encounter Leader or other ESEstaff, you can contact the South-North Solidarity Coordinator at the CRISPAZ office.You may 

also have an 

opportunity to meet with CRISPAZ volunteers and staff who live and work in El Salvador. 

 

Group Communication and Process 
Group cohesion is important for a healthy group process. A group which functions well together will deal effectively 

with the normal emotional, logistical, and physical ups-and-downs. Solidarity within the group is also necessary for dealing 

with any unexpected difficulties which may arise. Our recommendations for healthy group process are: 

 If possible, meet regularly as a group before coming on your trip. Share concerns, reactions, personal histories, etc. 
You might consider having each group member come prepared to share her/his knowledge on a certain area of interest in El 

Salvador (i.e.Romero, history, politics, US involvement, economics, etc.). 

 If meeting beforehand is not possible, send copies of your application and/or a brief autobiography to the organizer of your 
Encounter to distribute to other members. 

 Upon arrival in El Salvador, CRISPAZ Encounter staff will make sure that everyone has a chance to get to know others in 

the group if you don’t already know each other. 

 Please bring to the attention of your delegation organizer any difficulties or needs which arise. Only if necessary, s/he will 

involve the CRISPAZ staff person to deal with group process issues. 

 As much as possible, each day will involve reflection time.This will be a space to reflect individually and collectively both 

on the day’s events and on group process if needed. 

 Respecting the opinions, experiences, and feelings of other group members is the first step toward building solidarity. 

 If possible, make arrangements before leaving El Salvador regarding when and where your group will have a reunion or 

how to communicate and exchange photos/articles upon your return. 

 Remember that the other Encounter participants can be a source of support and a base for organizing when you get back 
to the US! 

 

For Those Staying Beyond the Encounter Days 
If you are planning on staying after the scheduled activities, you will need to call your airline personally to change or 

to confirm your departure flight. Remember that you must reconfirm your departure 72 hours in advance.You can call 

a taxi the night before your departure and arrange to be picked up and taken to the airport. CRISPAZ staff can make 

recommendations on taxi companies.The ride should cost no more than $25. 

 

We hope that these suggestions and guidelines will help you to prepare for your trip. Although we try to 
plan in such a way that things will go as smoothly as possible, unexpected changes in schedules and delays 
can and do happen. Flexibility and a sense of humor are all that is usually needed to turn the unexpected 
into another enriching and educational part of your Encounter experience! 
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¡BUEN VIAJE! 



III. YOUR RETURN FROM EL SALVADOR 
Making a Commitment that Lasts 

Even before you leave for El Salvador you can begin laying the foundation for what you will do to deepen your 

experience upon your return. Because very few people travel to El Salvador from the US, you are in a unique position to 

serve as an emissary for your community, parish, and friends.You will be their eyes and ears in El Salvador.When you 

return you will have much to share. If you haven’t discovered it already, your trip will also help you discover that you are 

part of a community of many people working to build a more humane world of peace with justice.We want to support you 

in your process of growth and discovery as well as help you to find ways to make the most out of your trip and your desire 

to share the experience, work for justice, and live in 

solidarity with the people of El Salvador. During your time in El Salvador, CRISPAZ staff will be happy to work with you 

and your group to process your experience and plan for your transition back to the US.We can also help you think through 

different ideas of how to continue to support the people of El Salvador. Here are some ideas to get you started. 

 

Before you leave for El Salvador 
 Familiarize yourself as much as possible with the history, politics, and current situation in El Salvador.Take time to reflect 

on the suggested reading materials with others in your group and with interested friends and family who may not be able to 

travel with you. 

 Let friends, church groups, solidarity groups, schools, media etc. know that you are going. Explain your reasons for going 
and your interest in speaking about your experience when you return.Think about sending a press release to your local 

media about one and a half weeks prior to leaving for El Salvador. 

 Try to connect with local groups and people who have interest in and contacts with El Salvador. Don’t forget to make 
contact with Salvadorans in your community. Find out what they have been involved in and network! Maybe you will be 

asked to bring letters or packages down to their friends or family. Some day they may do the same for you. 

 Talk with your church or parish about exploring the possibility of establishing a companion community in El Salvador. 
There are many options on how you might do this and CRISPAZ is happy to help explore these with you. 

 Consider the possibility of collecting a small fund ($50 to $150) to donate to a group(s) while in El Salvador. Often times 
people are especially impressed or moved by the work of a particular group with whom they meet. CRISPAZ can help you 

decide how and when to make the donation in an appropriate way. Communicate with CRISPAZ staff before your trip 

about other kinds of donations that you might want to make. 

 

After Your Return 
Many people return from their Encounter experience inspired and motivated to continue to support the struggle 

of people in El Salvador. It is very normal to feel overwhelmed by the needs you see Salvadorans struggling to meet. It 

is 

just as common to feel overwhelmed by the surplus of things when you return to the United States.You may find yourself 

frustrated, angry, or resentful that friends and family cannot “relate” to what you experienced during your time in El 

Salvador. Like many people, you might experience “reverse culture shock” or a sense of not quite feeling at ease for some 

time upon your return. Relax, all of these feelings are very normal.You can use them to help challenge yourself to reach new 

levels of commitment and personal growth. Making a choice to do something small but concrete with your new knowledge 

can help minimize your 

sense of being overwhelmed.We can give you some ideas to get you started, but we are certain that you can think of 

many more. Remember one small action is more valuable than feeling guilty about not doing more! 
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Education 
 Give a talk to your church, organization, family, friends, local schools or universities, etc. 

 Write an article or reflection for a church newsletter, local paper, or CRISPAZ publication. 

 Join a solidarity group or other education-based group working on El Salvador issues. 

 Organize a fair trade craft sale (contact the CRISPAZ Louisville (USA) office for more information). 

 



Communication and Connection 
 Send a copy of your photos back to your friends in El Salvador; consider forming a sister community. 

 Write a thank you note to an organization you met who impacted you and a letter to your host family. 

 Seek out relationships with Salvadorans or other Latino/as in your community. 

 Email, get together or exchange photos with the people who traveled with you and see how they are doing. 

 

Lifestyle Choices and Personal Growth 
 Make rice and beans once a week, eat less meat, or become a vegetarian. 

 Think about the products you buy. Find out where they are made and by whom. 

 Remember the martyrs. 

 Spend a little less on yourself and give a little more away. 

 Pray for El Salvador. 

 

Financial Support 
Many of the best projects around are supported by small donations from individuals with modest incomes. Never feel 

that your support isn’t worth it because it is too small. Sometimes the best financial support you can give is to encourage 

others to join you in pledging small amounts to a cause which really needs your personal as well as monetary support! 

Please check with CRISPAZ on how to make a donation through CRISPAZ to a specific project, organization, group or 

community—maybe one you meet while in El Salvador? 

 

US Policy and Congressional Work 
Write a letter to your representative to report on your trip. Include a note to your representative anticipating a visit 

with him or her. If for some reason you cannot get an appointment, try a phone interview and/or a visit to an aide.Though 

a short trip to El Salvador does not make you an expert, it does give you firsthand knowledge which few people have.This 

experience and knowledge will obviously increase your credibility. 

 
Educate yourself first on what issues are coming before Congress that affect Salvadorans, either those living in the 

United States or living in El Salvador.Work with others who are up-to-date on votes and bills in Congress. Mobilize others to 

write! Part of your Congressional work will be to mobilize others to write their representatives. In all your talks to groups 

and in your letters to friends and family, ask them to write about the issues. A post card is helpful, a letter is better, but the 

important thing is just to get it done.When possible, follow up with reminders. Many people set up letter-writing tables 

after church services to encourage members to write to Congress. 
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